
Planning Committee 12 February 2020 Item 3 l

Application Number: 19/11439 Full Planning Permission

Site: LAND AT MERLIN, LYMINGTON ROAD, MILFORD-ON-SEA
SO41 0QR

Development: Demolition of existing residential property; redevelopment of land
to provide 4 residential units; associated parking; landscaping

Applicant: Trustees of Brooke, DSWT and HFT

Target Date: 22/01/2020

1 SUMMARY OF THE MAIN ISSUES

The following are considered to be the main issues to be taken into account
when determining this application. These, and all other relevant considerations,
are set out and considered in Section 11 of this report after which a conclusion
on the planning balance is reached.

1) the principle of the development,
2) the effect on the character and appearance of the area,
3) the effect on the living conditions of the adjoining neighbouring

properties,
4) the effect on public highway safety,
5) Ecological matters

This matter is before Committee as the application is contrary to the views of the
Parish Council.

2 THE SITE

The site lies within the built-up area of Milford-on-Sea, to the north of the
buildings that front the High Street. The site currently accommodates a large
flat-roofed 2-storey house, which is located towards the higher, northern part of
the site. The large garden of the dwelling has become overgrown and there are
a number of trees along the southern part of the site, which conceal the house
from most viewpoints. As a result, the site provides a verdant backdrop on the
rising land behind the frontage development in the High Street. Further up the
slope, beyond the northern boundary of the site, there are large houses in
spacious gardens.

The property sits on a spacious plot which is heavily overgrown with  shrubs and
trees. The property has limited space to the rear, but has its main garden and
amenity area to the front of the building. The main vehicular access is gained
from the High Street, and comprises a narrow track which also serves 6 flats at
South Court and a dentist. There is a second access from Barnes Lane.

The site is irregular in shape. The southern boundary spans across the rear
boundaries of properties fronting into the High Street. There is also a noticeable
change in site levels, in which the gradient of the site increases as it extends to
the north.

The site lies in a sustainable location close to the village centre where there are
a mixture of amenities and facilities. The site lies within a predominantly
residential area, although the High Street provides a mixture of facilities which
are typical in a village centre. The site lies just outside the conservation area



which joins the southern boundary of the site, to the rear of the existing buildings
fronting onto the High Street.

3 THE PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT

This application is identical to a proposal recently determined for 1 terrace of 3
houses, detached house, demolition of existing, parking and landscaping (under
reference 18/11022). That application was refused and dismissed on appeal.

The proposal seeks to demolish the existing dwelling and replace it with 4
dwellings, comprising a terrace of three and a detached dwelling. The proposed
terrace of three dwellings would be sited to the north of the site, broadly in the
same position as the existing dwelling utilising the existing access currently
shared with the properties at South Court and the dentist. Car parking would be
provided in front of the dwellings. The proposed terrace of three dwellings would
have short rear garden areas, with the two end units having side gardens. It is
also proposed to retain an open area within the site to the south west which
would be used by residents.

The proposed detached dwelling would be to the south of the site utilising the
existing access to the west from Barnes Lane. The proposed dwelling would
front onto the access road to the west and would have its garden area to the
north. The proposed dwelling would be sited on a lower ground level compared
to the neighbouring bungalow at Ilex Cottage and the proposed terrace of three.

4 PLANNING HISTORY

Development comprised 1 terrace of 3 houses, detached house, demolition of
existing, parking and landscaping (18/11022) Refused on the 14th November
2018. An appeal was lodged and subsequently dismissed.

5 THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN AND OTHER CONSTRAINTS

The Core Strategy

CS2: Design quality
CS3: Protecting and enhancing our special environment (Heritage and Nature
Conservation)
CS5: Safe and healthy communities
CS10: The spatial strategy
CS15: Affordable housing contribution requirements from developments
CS24: Transport considerations
CS25: Developers contributions

Local Plan Part 2 Sites and Development Management Development Plan
Document   

DM1: Heritage and Conservation
DM3: Mitigation of impacts on European nature conservation sites

The Emerging Local Plan

The Local Plan Review 2016-2036 is in what can be considered an ‘advanced
stage’ in its preparation, in that it has been submitted to the Secretary of State
and the Examination has been concluded.  The Local Plan Review sets a
housing target of 525 dwellings per annum and will allocate sufficient land to



meet this new housing target. The Local Plan Inspectors have indicated that,
subject to modifications, the plan be made sound. Public consultation on
modifications will be completed at the end of January 2020. It is therefore a
material consideration which can be given weight in decision-making.

Policy 1 Achieving Sustainable Development
Policy 10 Mitigating the impacts of development on International Nature
Conservation site
Policy 11 (Saved DM1) Heritage and Conservation
Policy 13 Design quality and local distinctiveness

Supplementary Planning Guidance and other Documents

SPD - Housing Design, Density and Character
SPG - Milford-on-Sea - A Conservation Area Appraisal
SPD - Mitigation Strategy for European Sites
SPG - Milford-on-Sea Village Design Statement
SPD - Parking Standards

6 RELEVANT LEGISLATION AND GOVERNMENT ADVICE

Relevant Legislation

Section 72(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act
1990 (LBCA) requires that special attention shall be paid to the desirability of
preserving or enhancing the character or appearance of the conservation area.

Habitat Regulations 2017

63 – assessment of implications for European sites etc.
64 – considerations of overriding public interest

Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that
“where in making any determination under the planning Acts, regard is to be had
to the development plan, the determination shall be made in accordance with the
plan unless material consideration indicates otherwise.

Relevant Advice

National Planning Policy Framework 2019

Para 7 - Sustainable development

Paras 102 to 109 - Promoting sustainable transport

Paras 117-119 - Making effective use of land

Para 120 - Achieving appropriate densities

Paras 124-131 - Achieving well designed places

Paras 184-192 - Conserving and enhancing the historic environment



7 PARISH / TOWN COUNCIL COMMENTS

Milford On Sea Parish Council: AR 4: We recommend refusal

The Parish Council considers all access routes to this property as inadequate.
The driveway to the Lymington Road is a narrow single track with no provision
for pedestrians to safely walk, especially given the increased number of
expected vehicle movements the proposed development will bring.

The passing place indicated on the plans is not part of the development site and
is used by the neighbouring busy dental practice. The Parish Council also has
concerns about the lack of access for emergency vehicles and refuse lorries.

The Parish Council maintains that the visibility when turning onto the Lymington
Road is very poor, being on a blind bend and therefore hazardous to all road
users.

The access onto Barnes land is the subject of a legal dispute over rights of
access and cannot be relied upon to provide safe access to the development
site.

Visibility splays as indicated on the plans are inadequate and to make them safe
would require purchasing more land from neighbouring properties which is likely
to be costly and impractical.

Should the application be granted, the Parish Council requests without
prejudice, that the following conditions be imposed before development can
commence:

1. One-way system from the dental practice access, exiting onto Barnes
Lane.

2. Through access with alternative entrance/exit from Barnes Lane or
Lymington Road. Although not shown on the application drawings there
is sufficient space to achieve this and for Highway safety reasons, in
case of accident or blockage in either direction, an alternative should be
available.

8 COUNCILLOR COMMENTS

No comments received

9 CONSULTEE COMMENTS

The following is a summary of the representations received:

Hampshire County Council Highway Engineer: no objection subject to condition.

Trees Officer: no objection subject to condition.

Ecologist: no objection subject to condition.

10 REPRESENTATIONS RECEIVED

The following is a summary of the representations received.



Against: 23

23 letters of objection concerned that this new Planning Application has not
addressed any of the concerns regarding the safety of its pedestrians and
drivers using a shared narrow drive. This poor access has only room for a
single vehicle which restricts traffic both entering and leaving. The splays
and sight lines across land not owned by the applicant create poor visibility
to the West and are in direct conflict with the requirements laid down by
Highways. The proposal is an overdevelopment of the site out of character
with the area. Loss of wildlife, trees and greenery.  The proposed dwellings
are too tall. The proposal fails to comply with the Council's Housing, Design,
Density and Character Supplementary Planning Document and policy which
states that development should be appropriate and sympathetic in scale,
appearance, materials, form, siting and layout and shall not cause
unacceptable effects by reason of visual intrusion, overlooking, shading and
effects on local amenities. Impact on living conditions including loss of light,
outlook and privacy. Additional noise and disturbance in a tranquil area. The
proposed dwelling identified as unit 4 is sited very close to Ilex Cottage and
would be overbearing and would result in an unacceptable loss of light into
the garden and a loss of privacy. Concern over impact on public highway
safety. The visibility splay onto the roads is currently poor and any increase
in the use of the access would lead to public highway safety issues.
Concerns raised over the ownership/ legal rights of way of the accesses to
the site, including the proposed passing places which are currently used for
parking for staff and customers for the dentist. The Ecological Report is out
of date. The proposal should provide a bio diversity net gain, to include a
number of ecological enhancement including bat/ bird boxes and for swifts.
The landscaping proposed should be native.

11 OFFICER COMMENTS

Introduction

11.1 This planning application is identical to a application that was refused and
dismissed on appeal last year under reference 18/11022. The reason for
refusal was as follows:

The proposed development would be detrimental to the character of the area by
reason of its height, depth, layout and scale along with the associated loss of
greenery and verdant setting which would be inappropriate and unsympathetic
to the surrounding pattern of development. In addition the proposed dwelling
on plot 4 would have a detrimental impact on the dwelling at Ilex Cottage by
reason of overlooking and its close proximity to this neighbour which would
have an overbearing impact. As a result the proposals would be contrary to
Policy CS2 of the Local Plan for the New Forest District outside the National Park
(Core Strategy).

11.2 In dismissing the appeal, the Inspector did not accept the Councils case
that the proposed development would be harmful to the character and
appearance of the area, or on the living condition of the adjoining
neighbouring properties or on public highway safety.

11.3 The Inspector did however, consider that the Councils approach to
mitigate against recreational impacts on the designated European Nature
Conservation sites through the use of a negatively worded condition is
not acceptable in that it would not accord with the CIL Regulations and



the Planning Practice Guidance. Consequently, the Inspector concluded
that there was no certainty, at the decision making stage, that
appropriate habitat mitigation will be securely delivered and was unable
to conclude that the proposal will not affect the integrity of the European
sites.

11.4     In accordance with the Conservation of Habitats and Species                  
            Regulations  2017 ('the Habitat Regulations') an Appropriate                   
            Assessment has been carried out as to whether granting permission      
            would adversely affect the integrity of the New Forest and Solent Coast 
            European sites, in view of that site's conservation objectives. The           
            Assessment concludes that the proposed development would, in            
            combination with other developments, have an adverse effect due to the
            recreational impacts on the European sites, but that the adverse impacts
            would be avoided if the planning permission could guarantee delivery of 
            mitigation prior to development.

11.5     The Mitigation Strategy for European Sites SPD adopted in June 2014   
             specifies projects within the district to relieve the recreational pressure  
             from residential development. Whilst some of these are specific to the   
             earlier part of the plan period, there are further schemes which relate to
             the current plan period 2019-2026. In Milford On Sea, there are             
             schemes to enhancement recreational walkingroutes fromm Lymington 
                  Road/ School Lane to the village centre using contribution money     
                  secured through S.106 Agreements. The application site is sited
within                the village centre.

11.6 Historically, the Council has dealt with securing the provision,                 
             management and monitoring of mitigation projects through the              
             imposition of a negatively worded condition which has, for smaller sites 
             such as this, required the completion of a S.106 Agreement prior to the 
             commencement of any development. In view of the substantial CIL        
             liability for this particular proposal, the provision of the offsite                 
             recreational mitigation projects can be covered through the CIL             
             payment, leaving the monitoring and management of the projects          
             needing to be secured through a properly executed legal agreement.

11.7      At the appeal for the previous scheme, the Inspector did not consider    
             that the imposition of a negatively worded condition was an appropriate 
             way forward in securing such provision. In response to this, the Council 
             is recommending that the contribution is secured through the completion
             of a S.106 Agreement prior to issuing any permission. This is                
             considered to address the Inspector’s concern that the necessary          
             mitigation is secured and would comply with Policy DM3 of the Local     
             Plan Part 2 and Policy 10 of the Emerging Local Plan.
11.8 A copy of the Inspectors Decision Notice is attached as an Appendix.

Relevant Considerations

11.9 There are five main issues in this case, which include the principle of
development at this site, the effect on the character and appearance of
the adjacent Conservation Area, the effect on the character and
appearance of the area, the effect on the living conditions of the adjoining
neighbouring properties, the effect on public highway safety and
ecological matters.



Principle of development
11.10 This planning application is identical to the application that was refused

and dismissed at appeal under reference 18/11022.  In dismissing the
appeal, the Inspector did not accept the Councils case that the proposed
development would be harmful to the character and appearance of the
area, or on the living condition of the adjoining neighbouring properties
or on public highway safety.

11.11 In principle therefore  new residential development can be acceptable
within the built up area such as this subject to there being no adverse
impact  on the residential or visual amenities of the area of the area,
highway safety, ecological matters  and designated European sites.

Effect on the character and appearance of the area
11.12 In dismissing the appeal, the Inspector considered that 'the proposals

would not be harmful to the appearance and character of the area'. On
the basis that this is an identical application, there have been no
changes in circumstances at the site or material changes in policy, it is
considered that the proposal is acceptable in character terms.
Nevertheless, in light of the objections received and the Parish Council,
an assessment has been provided below.

11.13 In assessing the effect on the character and appearance of the area,
the Inspector raised no objection to the proposed terrace to the north of
the site and considered that the proposed density of the development to
be sympathetic to the townscape and the terrace would be in keeping
with the general pattern of the development to the rear of the frontage
buildings. In particular, the Inspector stated that' the terrace would
occupy a position, and would be of a scale, that would be appropriate to
its surroundings'.

11.14 Equally the Inspector raised no objection to the proposed detached
dwelling and felt that' it would be largely hidden behind the frontage
development'. The Inspector noted some 'tree removal would be
necessary to accommodate this house and substantial clearance of
overgrown vegetation would be required to create the parking area for
the overall development'. In summarising his comments, the Inspector
stated that most of the trees along the southern boundary would be
retained, which means that the site would still provide a green backdrop
to the High Street and a suitable landscaping scheme could be secured
by a planning condition.

11.15 The Inspector concluded   on this issue  that there would be no adverse
impact on the character of the area and  given that there has been no
material changes in policy or circumstances at the site,  it would not be
reasonable to reach a different conclusion on this.

Effect on the living conditions of the adjoining neighbouring properties
11.16 In dismissing the appeal, the Inspector considered that 'the proposals

would not have a harmful effect on the living conditions of the occupants
of Ilex Cottage through loss of outlook or privacy'. On the basis that this
is an identical application, there have been no changes in
circumstances at the site or material changes in policy, it is considered
that the proposal is acceptable in amenity terms. Nevetherless,
consideration of these objections has been made below.



11.17 Ilex Cottage is a long narrow bungalow there is a small garden area and
conservatory on the southern end of the bungalow that is enclosed by a
two-metre close boarded fence. The Inspector noted that the proposed
house, on the southern part of the site, would be orientated at right
angles to Ilex Cottage and would be at a lower level and designed with
a hipped roof. As such, the Inspector stated that ' the proposed house
would not have a harmful impact on the outlook for occupants of the
conservatory or would be a visually dominant feature.

11.18  In relation to overlooking of Ilex Cottage the Inspector stated that 'two
of these windows serve bathrooms, so they could be obscure glazed
and the nearest bedroom window would have an oriel window, with an
obscure glazed west facing pane, so it is not possible to look out
towards Ilex Cottage'.

11.19 The Inspector concluded  that there would be no adverse impact on the
living conditions of Ilex Cottage and given that there has been no
material changes in policy or circumstances  at the site,  it would not be
reasonable to reach a different conclusion other than the proposed
development .would have no adverse impact on the other neighbouring
properties, to the north of the site at Tower House or to the east at Nos
1 and 2 South Court.

Car parking and public highway safety matters

11.20 In dismissing the appeal, the Inspector considered the representations 
regarding the suitability of the means of access and stated that 'neither
access is perfect in terms of visibility, gradient and pedestrian
segregation. However, both accesses already serve existing
developments, so the increase in usage as a result of the proposals
would not be significant'.  On the basis that this is an identical
application, there have been no changes in circumstances at the site or
material changes in policy, it is considered that the proposal is
acceptable in transportation terms. Nevetherless, given the significant
concerns raised by the representees and parish council, an assessment
has been provided below.

11.21 The proposal seeks to utilise two existing accesses into the site, one
from the west of the site from Barnes Lane which would serve the
detached dwelling (unit 4) and the eastern access from the High Street
to serve the terraced dwellings (units 1-3).

11.22 In relation to the eastern access, this is a narrow unmade private road
which currently serves the application property, Nos 1-6 South Court
Flats and the dentist. This access is only single vehicle width. The
proposal is to utilise the existing access, but it is important to note that
this access already serves the existing dwelling. Accordingly the
proposal seeks to increase the use of the existing access by two
additional houses

11.23  A Transport Statement accompanies the application in which speed
surveys and traffic count surveys were carried out from the site. The
traffic count survey concluded that the proposed development would
have a marginal increase in traffic generation and would be no more
than 10% of the base traffic flows surveyed. The right visibility when
existing the access onto the High Street is in part over third party land,
however, the current area includes a rockery and low lying landscaping.



On this basis, the applicant states that the visibility will be maintained.
Because planting encroaches on the proposed visibility, the Highway
Authority accepted a relaxation of the visibility based on low traffic levels
and no local accident history. 

11.24 The Transport Statement states that although a Fire Tender vehicles
can access the site, all properties will be provided with sprinkler
systems. This will avoid the need for a Fire Tender vehicle to access the
site. In terms of refuse collection, a bin store would be provided at the
entrance to the site  (in front of the flats at South Court) and the refuse
vehicle would be stationed on the High Street and refuse bags collected
by hand. This would avoid refuse vehicles entering the access.

11.25  The submitted plans illustrate a passing place to be created along the
access. Whilst this is not a requirement of the Highway Authority, this is
clearly a betterment of the existing situation. The applicant states that
access to the site is not owned, but they do have a right of way legally
documented in their Title, that predates the existence of the surgery or
indeed any property in that location, from the public highway.

11.26 The dimensions of the right of way are not specified but the route is
shown on the Title plan and is evident on the ground.  The right
provides for access at “all times and for all purposes”.  This access also
serves the dentist and South Court flats. The car parking to the rear of
the surgery is informal with no marked parking bays or similar.  This
informal arrangement coupled with a clearly evident access route “on
the ground” already provides for vehicle use. Accordingly, it is
considered that the passing place has been provided to improve
highway safety along the access road and has been strategically placed
to maximise forward visibility and make the current passing
arrangement along much of the safer for all users.

11.27 In relation to the access onto Barnes Lane to serve the detached
dwelling, it is noted that Barnes Lane is lightly trafficked with no
accident history. In addition, the visibility splay to the wet exceeds the
requirements and the trimming of the vegetation only improves the
visibility.

11.28  The key policy test is set out under Paragraph 109 of the National
Planning Policy Framework which states that development should only
be prevented or refused on highway grounds if there would be an
unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual cumulative
impacts on the road network would be severe.

11.29 The Highway Authority is satisfied with the access into the site including
the visibility splays provided and consider that the proposal would result
in a marginal increase in the use of the access. As set out in the
Transport Statement, refuse vehicles and a Fire Tender do not need to
enter the access track. In terms of car parking, for the proposed terrace
of three (Units 1-3), based upon the Councils adopted car parking
standards, a total of 7.5 car parking spaces is recommended, which
equates to 2.5 car parking spaces per dwelling. In this case, the
proposed layout entails two on site car parking spaces per dwelling,
together with three visitor car parking spaces. The proposed detached
dwelling would also benefit from at least 2 on site car parking spaces.
Moreover, the National Planning Policy Framework states that the car
parking spaces to be provided should be considered against the



sustainable nature of the site and the type of use. In this case, the
application site is located in a very sustainable location, close to the
village centre where there are a mixture of shops, community uses and
other facilities.

11.30 In relation to the western access from Barnes Lane, it should be noted
that the application site currently has a vehicular access off this track.
The western access currently serves  6 dwellings and a restaurant. The
Highway Authority are satisfied with this access into the site.  The
proposed detached dwelling has space for up to three cars to be parked
on site, which would accord with the car parking standards. The
proposed layout also shows sufficient space for cars to turn within the
site. 

11.31 A number of representations are concerned over the ownership of the
accesses. In response to these concerns, the application forms state  the
applicant has served notice on the relevant land owners under
Certificate B and the applicant has confirmed that they have a legal right
of way over the access. The applicants agent has stated that the
dimensions of the right of way are not specified but the route is shown on
the Title plan and is evident on the ground.  The right provides for access
at “all times and for all purposes”.  This access also serves the  dentist
and South Court flats. Accordingly, if planning permission is granted it
would be for the applicant to ensure that they have a right of access to
the approved development.

Ecological matters

a) On site ecological matters

11.32 Concerning ecological matters, the Ecologist does not raise any
objections and considers that the ecology report which accompanies the
application is acceptable and makes suitable recommendations for
on-site mitigation to avoid harm to wildlife and avoid wildlife offences
being committed (e.g. clearance of vegetation outside of bird nesting
season). Although enhancements have been outlined they are not in any
detail and accordingly a planning condition can be imposed for  further
details to be submitted for ecological mitigation  and other suitable
habitat features be included in the landscape design. Such measures are
necessary to demonstrate accordance with NPPF and Local Plan
Policies CS3 and DM2.

b) Off-site recreational impact

11.33 In accordance with the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations
2017 ('the Habitat Regulations') an Appropriate Assessment has been
carried out as to whether granting permission would adversely affect the
integrity of the New Forest and Solent Coast European sites, in view of
that site's conservation objectives. The Assessment conclude that the
proposed development would, in combination with other developments,
have an adverse effect due to the recreational impacts on the European
sites, but that the adverse impacts would be avoided if the planning
permission were to be conditional upon the approval of proposals for the
mitigation of that impact in accordance with the Council's Mitigation
Strategy or mitigation to at least an equivalent effect. An informative
would be applied to any consent to this effect.



c) Nitrate neutrality and impact on the Solent SPA and SACs

In accordance with the Conservation of Habitats and Species
Regulations 2017 ('the Habitat Regulations') an Appropriate Assessment
has been carried out as to whether granting permission which includes
an element of new residential overnight accommodation would adversely
affect the integrity of the New Forest and Solent Coast European sites, in
view of that site's conservation objectives having regard to nitrogen levels
 in the River Solent catchment. The Assessment concludes that the
proposed development would, in combination with other developments,
have an adverse effect due to the impacts of additional nitrate loading on
the River Solent catchment unless nitrate neutrality can be achieved, or
adequate and effective mitigation is in place prior to any new dwelling
being occupied.  In accordance with the Council Position Statement
agreed on 4th September 2019, these adverse impacts would be avoided
if the planning permission were to be conditional upon the approval of
proposals for the mitigation of that impact, such measures to be
implemented prior to occupation of the new residential accommodation.
These measures to include undertaking a water efficiency calculation
together with a mitigation package to addressing the additional nutrient
load imposed on protected European Sites by the development. A
Grampian style condition has been agreed with the applicant and is
attached to this consent.

12 CONCLUSION AND THE PLANNING BALANCE

In summary, this application is identical to a proposal  that was dismissed on
appeal only on the grounds that the Inspector did not agree with the Councils
approach in securing habitat mitigation. The Inspector did not agree with the
Councils case that the proposal would have an unacceptable impact on the
character and appearance of the area, living conditions of the neighbouring
properties or public highway safety. As set out above, an appropriate condition
can be secure habitat mitigation.

Moreover, whilst there are significant concerns from representations and the
Parish Council in relation to the poor accesses into the site and danger to public
highway safety, it is accepted that the situation is not idea. However, no
objections have been raised by the Highway Authority and the Planning
Inspector, in dismissing the appeal, also raised no concerns. Accordingly, a
reason for refusal on these grounds would not be sustainable on appeal.

13 OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Crime and Disorder: N/A

Local Finance

If this development is granted permission, the Council will receive New Homes
Bonus £3672 in each of the following four years, subject to the following
conditions being met:

a) The dwellings the subject of this permission are completed, and
b) The total number of dwellings completed in the relevant year exceeds

0.4% of the total number of existing dwellings in the District.



Based on the information provided at the time of this report this development
has a CIL liability of £33,519.23

Tables setting out all contributions are at the end of this report.

5 year land supply

The Council has now progressed the Local Plan Review 2016-2036 Part 1:
Planning Strategy to a very advanced stage. The Inspectors examining the
Local Plan 2016-2036 Part 1 have confirmed that they consider that the Local
Plan can be found ‘sound’ subject to main modifications being made. Public
consultation on the Main Modifications will take place between 13 December
2019 and 31 January 2020. The Local Plan 2016-2036 Part 1 is anticipated to
be adopted in Spring 2020. The Local Plan 2016-2036 Part 1 is thus at a very
advanced stage and as proposed to be modified is a significant material
consideration in the determination of planning applications. The Council has
published a Housing Land Supply Statement which sets out that the Council is
able to demonstrate a five year housing land supply based on the Local Plan
2016-2036 Part 1 (as modified) for the period 2020/21-2024/25 and so will be
able to demonstrate a five year housing land supply upon adoption of the Local
Plan.

Human Rights

In coming to this recommendation, consideration has been given to the rights
set out in Article 8 (Right to respect for private and family life) and Article 1 of
the First Protocol (Right to peaceful enjoyment of possessions) of the European
Convention on Human Rights.  Whilst it is recognised that there may be an
interference with these rights and the rights of other third parties, such
interference has to be balanced with the like rights of the applicant to develop
the land in the way proposed.  In this case it is considered that the protection of
the rights and freedoms of the applicant outweigh any possible interference that
may result to any third party.

Equality

The Equality Act 2010 provides protection from discrimination in respect of
certain protected characteristics, namely: age, disability, gender reassignment,
pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or beliefs and sex and sexual
orientation. It places the Council under a legal duty to have due regard to the
advancement of equality in the exercise of its powers including planning powers.
The Committee must be mindful of this duty inter alia when determining all
planning applications. In particular the Committee must pay due regard to the
need to:

 (1)  eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other
conduct that is prohibited by or under the Act;

 (2)  advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a
relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it;
and

 (3)  foster good relations between persons who share a relevant
                       protected characteristic and persons who do not share it.



CIL Summary Table

Type Proposed
Floorspace
(sq/m)

Existing
Floorspace
(sq/m)

Net
Floorspace
(sq/m)

Chargeable
Floorspace
(sq/m)

Rate Total

Dwelling
houses 564.17 238.01 326.16 326.16 £80/

sqm £33,519.23 *

Subtotal: £33,519.23
Relief: £0.00
Total
Payable: £33,519.23

* The formula used to calculate the amount of CIL payable allows for changes in building costs over time and
is Index Linked using the All-in Tender Index Price published by the Build Cost Information Service (BICS)
and is:

Net additional new build floor space (A) x CIL Rate (R) x Inflation Index (I)

Where:
A = the net area of floor space chargeable in square metres after deducting any existing floor space and any
demolitions, where appropriate.
R = the levy rate as set in the Charging Schedule
I = All-in tender price index of construction costs in the year planning permission was granted, divided by the
All-in tender price index for the year the Charging Schedule took effect.  For 2020 this value is 1.28 (rounded)

14. RECOMMENDATION

Grant Subject to Conditions

Proposed Conditions:

1. The development hereby permitted shall be begun before the expiration of
three years from the date of this permission.

Reason: To comply with Section 91 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990 as amended by Section 51 of the Planning and
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.

2. The development permitted shall be carried out in accordance with the
following approved plans:  M-LR-001, 7165 (08) 01 Rev C, 7165 (08) 02 Rev
A, 7165 (08) 03 Rev A, 7165 (08) 04 Rev A, 1807/34/AIA

Reason: To ensure satisfactory provision of the development.



3. Before development commences, samples or exact details of the facing and
roofing materials to be used shall be submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority.  The development shall only be implemented
in accordance with the approved details.

Reason: To ensure an acceptable appearance of the building in
accordance with policy CS2 of the Core Strategy for the New
Forest District outside the National Park and Policy 13 of the
Emerging Local Plan Part 1  Review.

4. Before development commences, the proposed slab levels in relationship to
the existing ground levels set to an agreed datum shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. Development shall only
take place in accordance with those details which have been approved.

Reason:  To ensure that the development takes place in an appropriate
way in accordance with policy CS2 of the Local Plan for the
New Forest District outside the National Park (Core Strategy)
and Policy 13 of the Emerging Local Plan Part 1  Review.

5. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General
Permitted Development) Order 2015 (or any re-enactment of that Order) no
extension (or alterations) otherwise approved by Classes A, B or C of Part 1
of Schedule 2 to the Order, garage or other outbuilding otherwise approved
by Class E of Part 1 of Schedule 2 to the Order carried out without express
planning permission first having been granted.

Reason: In view of the physical characteristics of the plot, the Local
Planning Authority would wish to ensure that any future
development proposals do not adversely affect the visual
amenities of the area and the amenities of neighbouring
properties, contrary to Policy CS2 of the Local Plan for the New
Forest District outside the National Park (Core Strategy) and
Policy 13 of the Emerging Local Plan Part 1  Review.

6. Before development commences a scheme of landscaping of the site shall
be submitted for approval in writing by the Local Planning Authority. This
scheme shall include :

a) the existing trees and shrubs which have been agreed to be
retained;

b) a specification for new planting (species, size, spacing and location);
c) areas for hard surfacing and the materials to be used;
d) other means of enclosure;
e) a method and programme for its implementation and the means to

provide for its future maintenance.

No development shall take place unless these details have been approved
and then only in accordance with those details.

Reason: To ensure that the development takes place in an appropriate
way and to comply with Policy CS2 of the Local Plan for the
New Forest District outside the National Park (Core
Strategy) and Policy 13 of the Emerging Local Plan Part 1
Review.



7. All planting, seeding or turfing comprised in the approved details of
landscaping (as approved within condition 6) shall be carried out in the first
planting and seeding seasons following the occupation of the buildings or
the completion of the development, whichever is the sooner.  Any trees or
plants which within a period of 5 years from the completion of the
development die, are removed or become seriously damaged or diseased
shall be replaced in the next planting season with others of similar size or
species, unless the Local Planning Authority gives written consent to any
variation.

Reason:   To ensure the appearance and setting of the development is
satisfactory and to comply with Policy CS2 of the Local Plan for
New Forest District outside the National Park (Core Strategy).

8. Before first occupation of the development hereby approved, a surface
water sustainable drainage system (SuDS) shall be designed and installed
to accommodate the run-off from all impermeable surfaces including roofs,
driveways and patio areas on the approved development such that no
additional or increased rate of flow of surface water will drain to any water
body or adjacent land and that there is capacity in the installed drainage
system to contain below ground level the run-off from a 1 in 100 year rainfall
event plus 30% on stored volumes as an allowance for climate change as
set out in the Technical Guidance on Flood Risk to the National Planning
Policy Framework.
Infiltration rates for soakaways are to be based on percolation tests in
accordance with BRE 365, CIRIA SuDS manual C753, or a similar approved
method. 
In the event that a SuDS compliant design is not reasonably practical, then
the design of the drainage system shall follow the hierarchy of preference
for different types of surface water drainage system as set out at paragraph
3(3) of Approved Document H of the Building Regulations.
The drainage system shall be designed to remain safe and accessible for
the lifetime of the development, taking into account future amenity and
maintenance requirements.

Reason: In order to ensure that the drainage arrangements are
appropriate and in accordance with Policy CS6 of the Core
Strategy for the New Forest District outside the National Park
and the New Forest District Council and New Forest National
Park Authority Strategic Flood Risk Assessment for Local
Development Frameworks .

9. The development hereby permitted shall not be occupied until the spaces
shown on plan (08)01 Rev C for the parking of motor vehicles  have been
provided. The spaces shown on plan(08)01 Rev C for the parking or motor
vehicles shall be retained and kept available for the parking of motor
vehicles for the dwellings hereby approved at all times.

Reason:  To ensure adequate parking provision is made in the interest of
highway safety and in accordance with Policy CS2 and CS24
of the Local Plan for the New Forest outside of the National
Park (Core Strategy).



10. The development hereby permitted shall not be occupied until:

a)  A water efficiency calculation in accordance with the Government's
National Calculation Methodology for assessing water efficiency in new
dwellings has been undertaken which demonstrates that no more than
110 litres of water per person per day shall be consumed within the
development, and this calculation has been submitted to, and approved
in writing by, the Local Planning Authority; all measures necessary to
meet the agreed waste water  efficiency calculation must be installed
before first occupation and retained thereafter;

b)  A mitigation package addressing the additional nutrient input arising from
the development has been submitted to, and approved in writing by, the
Local Planning Authority. Such mitigation package shall address all of the
additional nutrient load imposed on protected European Sites by the
development when fully occupied and shall allow the Local Planning
Authority to ascertain on the basis of the best available scientific
evidence that such additional nutrient loading will not have an adverse
effect on the integrity of the protected European Sites, having regard to
the conservation objectives for those sites; and

c)  All measures forming part of that mitigation package have been provided
to the Local Planning Authority.

Reason:       There is existing evidence of high levels of nitrogen and
phosphorus in the water environment with evidence of
eutrophication at some European designated nature
conservation sites in the Solent catchment. The PUSH
Integrated Water Management Strategy has identified that
there is uncertainty as to whether new housing development
can be accommodated without having a detrimental impact on
the designated sites within the Solent. Further detail regarding
this can be found in the appropriate assessment that was
carried out regarding this planning application. To ensure that
the proposal may proceed as sustainable development, there is
a duty upon the local planning authority to ensure that sufficient
mitigation for is provided against any impacts which might arise
upon the designated sites. In coming to this decision, the
Council have had regard to Regulation 63 of the Conservation
of Habitats and Species Regulations 2017.

11. The trees on the site which are shown to be retained on the approved plans
shall be protected during all site clearance, demolition and building works in
accordance with the measures set out in the submitted Oakwood
Arboricultural Method Statement (1807/34/AMS) dated 12 July 2018 and
Tree Protection Plan (1807/34/TPP) dated July 2018 while in accordance
with the recommendations as set out in BS5837:2012.

Reason: To ensure the retention of existing trees and natural features
and avoidance of damage during the construction phase in
accordance with Policy CS2 of the Local Plan for the New
Forest District outside the National Park (Core Strategy) and
Policy 13 of the Emerging Local Plan Part 1  Review.

.



12. Prior to the commencement of development, and notwithstanding the
measures  outlined in the Peakecology Limited Ecology Report dated 11th
August 2016 further details of biodiversity mitigation, compensation,
enhancement including site vegetation management shall be submitted to,
and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority. All works shall then
proceed in accordance with the details and recommendations as approved
in the strategy with any amendments agreed in writing. Thereafter, unless
otherwise agreed in writing by the Local Planning Authority, the mitigation
measures shall be permanently maintained and retained in accordance with
the approved details. 

Reason: To safeguard protected species in accordance with Policy CS3
of the Local Plan for the New Forest District outside of the
National Park (Core Strategy) and Policy DM2 of the Local
Plan for the New Forest District outside the National Park (Part
2 : Sites and Development Management)

13. The first floor bathroom window on the front [ west ] elevation and the west
side of the first floor oriel window serving the bedroom as shown on the
approved plans on unit 4 shall at all times be glazed with obscure glass.

Reason: To safeguard the privacy of the adjoining neighbouring
properties in accordance with policy CS2 of the Local Plan for
the New Forest District outside the National Park (Core
Strategy) and Policy 13 of the Emerging Local Plan Part 1
Review.

.

14. The first floor windows on the side elevations of the approved units 1 and 3
shall be obscurely glazed and fixed shut at all times unless the parts that
can be opened are more than 1.7m above
the floor.

Reason: To safeguard the privacy of the adjoining neighbouring
properties in accordance with policy CS2 of the Local Plan for
the New Forest District outside the National Park (Core
Strategy) and Policy 13 of the Emerging Local Plan Part 1
Review.

15. Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town & Country Planning General
Development Order 2015 nothing over 600mm in height shall be placed or
permitted to remain on the land shaded green on the approved plan.

Reason:  In the interest of highway safety and in accordance with Policy
CS2 of the Local Plan for the New Forest District outside the
National Park (Core Strategy) and Policy 13 of the Emerging
Local Plan Part 1  Review.

16. No development shall start on site until plans and particulars showing details
of the provisions of cycle storage within the site have been submitted to and
approved in writing by the Planning Authority. The development shall be
carried out in accordance with the approved details before the use of the
development is commenced and shall be retained thereafter.



Reason: To ensure adequate provision within the site in accordance
with Policy CS2 of the Local Plan for the New Forest District
outside the National Park (Core Strategy) and Policy 13 of the
Emerging Local Plan Part 1  Review.

17. No development hereby permitted shall commence until a Construction
Traffic Management Plan, to include details of provision to be made on site
for contractor’s parking, construction traffic access, the turning of delivery
vehicles and lorry routeing as well as provisions for removing mud from
vehicles and a programme of works has been submitted to and approved in
writing by the Local Planning Authority. The approved details shall be
implemented before the development hereby permitted is commenced and
retained throughout the duration of construction.

Reason:  In the interest of Highway Safety in accordance with Policy
CS24 of the Core Strategy for the New Forest Outside of the
National Park and Policy 31 of the Emerging Local Plan Part 1
Review.

18. No development shall be carried out until proposals for the mitigation of the
impact of the development on the New Forest and Solent Coast European
Nature Conservation Sites have been submitted to and approved in writing
by the local planning authority, and the local planning authority has
confirmed in writing that the provision of the proposed mitigation has been
secured.   Such proposals must:

(a) Provide for mitigation in accordance with the New Forest District
Council Mitigation Strategy for European Sites SPD, adopted in June
2014 (or any amendment to or replacement for this document in
force at the time), or for mitigation to at least an equivalent effect;

(b) Provide details of the manner in which the proposed mitigation is to
be secured. Details to be submitted shall include arrangements for
the ongoing maintenance and monitoring of any Suitable Alternative
Natural Green Spaces which form part of the proposed mitigation
measures together with arrangements for permanent public access
thereto.

(c) The development shall be carried out in accordance with and subject
to the approved proposals.

Reason: The impacts of the proposed development must be mitigated
before any development is carried out in order to ensure that
there will be no adverse impacts on the New Forest and Solent
Coast Nature Conservation Sites in accordance with Policy
DM3 of the Local Plan Part 2 and the New Forest District
Council Mitigation Strategy for European Sites Supplementary
Planning Document

.

-
-
Further Information:
Richard Natt
Telephone: 023 8028 5588
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Appeal Decision 
Site visit made on 24 September 2019 

by Nick Davies  BSc(Hons) BTP MRTPI 

an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State 

Decision date:  4 October 2019 

 
Appeal Ref: APP/B1740/W/19/3228641 

Merlin, Lymington Road, Milford-On-Sea SO41 0QR 

• The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 
against a refusal to grant planning permission. 

• The appeal is made by Trustees of Brooke, DSWT and HFT against the decision of New 
Forest District Council. 

• The application Ref 18/11022, dated 25 July 2018, was refused by notice dated 

14 November 2018. 
• The development proposed is demolition of existing residential property and the 

redevelopment of land to provide 4 residential units, associated parking and 
landscaping. 

 

Decision 

1. The appeal is dismissed. 

Procedural Matter 

2. The site is within the influence of the New Forest European Sites and the Solent 
Coastal European Sites (the SPAs), which are European Designated Sites 

afforded protection under the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 

2017 as amended (the Habitats Regulations). Although not an issue raised by 

the Council in its reasons for refusal, it is incumbent upon me, as the 

competent authority, to consider whether the proposal would be likely to have 
a significant effect on the integrity of the SPAs. It is therefore necessary to 

consider this matter as a main issue. 

Main Issues 

3. The main issues are therefore: 

a) the effect of the proposed development on the integrity of the SPAs; 

b) the effect of the proposed development on the character and appearance 

of the area; and, 

c) the effect of the proposed development on the living conditions of the 

occupants of Ilex Cottage, with regard to privacy and outlook. 

Reasons 

New Forest European Sites and the Solent Coastal European Sites 

4. The Court of Justice of the European Union has ruled1 that, when considering 

the effect that a development proposal may have on a European Site, the 

                                       
1 People over Wind and Sweetman v Coillte Teoranta ECLI:EU:C:2018:244 
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decision maker must consider any proposed mitigation through an Appropriate 

Assessment (AA), rather than at the screening stage. That responsibility now 

falls to me in determining this appeal.  

5. The Habitats Regulations require that permission for development may only be 

granted after it has been ascertained that it will not affect the integrity of the 
European sites. The New Forest and Solent Coastal European Sites are 

designated as such because they provide habitat for ground-nesting birds and 

feeding grounds for internationally protected populations of overwintering 

waders and wildfowl. Both SPAs are also attractive sites for public recreation. 

In the light of the evidence before me, when considered alone or cumulatively 

with other schemes, I cannot rule out that the proposal would have significant 
effects on the features of interest of the SPAs, due to the resultant increase in 

recreational use.  

6. In my AA, I may consider any conditions or other restrictions which could 

secure mitigation of this harm. Natural England and the Council have indicated 

that there is an agreed strategic solution to mitigate the effects of the 
proposal, in the form of the Council’s Mitigation Strategy For European Sites 

Supplementary Planning Document (the SPD). This strategy requires all 

development within the Plan Area to make a financial contribution to the 

projects set out in the SPD, or to provide mitigation to at least an equivalent 

effect. Financial contributions are allocated to detailed and costed infrastructure 
and non-infrastructure projects, dependent on their scale and location. The 

infrastructure requirements relate to new areas of open space; enhancements 

to existing public open space; and improvements to recreational walking 

routes. The non-infrastructure projects comprise increased ranger services to 

assist visitor and access management measures. 

7. The Council has concluded that the necessary mitigation can be delivered 

through the imposition of a negatively worded planning condition. The condition 

would require mitigation proposals to be submitted to, and approved by the 

Council, after planning permission has been granted. The suggested condition 

requires that mitigation should be provided in accordance with either the SPD, 

or with unspecified measures to an equivalent effect. The alternative mitigation 
may involve undefined land within the appellant’s control, to be allocated as a 

Suitable Alternative Natural Green Space (SANG). I do not therefore have 

certainty, at the decision-making stage, that appropriate and timely mitigation 

will be securely delivered. As the competent authority, I am therefore unable to 

conclude through my AA that the proposal will not affect the integrity of the 
European sites. 

8. Although the suggested condition would not require the appellant to enter into 

a Section 106 Agreement, the Council acknowledges that this is the most likely 

route to discharging it for small-scale developments. Unless the appellant 

controls other land that is suitable for SANG, it seems to be the only realistic 
route. The Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) advises that a negatively worded 

condition, limiting the development that can take place until a planning 

obligation or other agreement has been entered into, is unlikely to be 

appropriate in the majority of cases. Such a condition should only be used in 

exceptional circumstances, in the case of complex and strategically important 

development, where there is clear evidence that the delivery would otherwise 
be at serious risk. I note that Inspectors have taken differing views on this 
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issue in the past. However, I find that the suggested condition does not accord 

with current advice set out in the PPG. 

9. Consequently, I must conclude that, following AA, the proposal would cause 

harm to the SPAs without clear and certain mitigation. Therefore, the scheme 

would conflict with Policy CS3 of the New Forest District Council Core Strategy 
(adopted 2009) (the Core Strategy), which seeks to protect and, where 

possible, enhance sites of recognised importance for nature conservation. The 

proposal would also conflict with Policy DM3 of the New Forest District Council 

Local Plan Part 2: Sites and Development Management (2014). This Policy 

seeks to ensure that proposals will not have adverse effects on the integrity of 

the SPAs, and that appropriate mitigation is secured prior to approval of the 
development. 

Character and appearance 

10. The appeal site lies within the built-up area of Milford-on-Sea, to the north of 

the buildings that front the High Street. The site currently accommodates a 

large flat-roofed 2-storey house, which is located towards the higher, northern 
part of the site. The large garden of the dwelling has become overgrown and 

there are a number of trees along the southern part of the site, which conceal 

the house from most viewpoints. As a result, the site provides a verdant 

backdrop on the rising land behind the frontage development in the High 

Street. Further up the slope, beyond the northern boundary of the site, there 
are large houses in spacious gardens. The proposed development lies outside 

the Conservation Area, which encompasses the High Street frontage. 

11. The proposal, in summary, involves the replacement of the existing dwelling 

with a terrace of three houses; the construction of a detached house on the 

southern part of the site; and a parking area between the two. 

12. The terrace would be of a similar width to the existing dwelling and would 

occupy a comparable footprint. The provision of pitched roofs means it would 

be higher, and it would also be a little further forward on the site. It would, 

however, be in keeping with the general pattern of development to the rear of 

the frontage buildings, which comprises 2-storey buildings set towards the 

north of their plots. The terrace would be further forward than the flats at 
South Court, to the east, but there is not a rigid building line here, as Ilex 

Cottage and Little Magnays, to the west, are further forward. The terrace would 

therefore occupy a position, and would be of a scale, that would be appropriate 

to its surroundings. 

13. The contrast in plot sizes between the proposed terrace and the more spacious 
housing to the north would not be evident, as there would be no visual 

relationship between them. The terrace would be much more closely associated 

with the existing flats and houses to the east and west, and with the denser 

development of the High Street to the south. Consequently, the density of the 

proposed development would be sympathetic to its townscape setting.  

14. The proposed detached house would be located lower down the slope, on the 

southern part of the site, and would therefore be largely hidden behind the 

frontage development. Some tree removal would be necessary to 

accommodate this house, and substantial clearance of overgrown vegetation 

would be required to create the parking area for the overall development. 

However, most of the trees along the southern boundary would be retained. As 
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a result, the car-parking area, although quite expansive, would be largely 

hidden from any public viewpoints. Furthermore, there would be scope within 

the development for replacement landscaping to soften its appearance. 

15. The retention of most of the trees means that the site would still provide a 

green backdrop to the High Street frontage. A suitable landscaping scheme 
could be secured by a planning condition, to mitigate the impact of those trees 

that must be removed to facilitate the development, and to offset any longer-

term pressure to remove further trees. Nevertheless, the removal of some 

trees and vegetation, combined with the increased height of the terrace, means 

that the proposed development would be more visible than the existing house. 

16. The retained trees would still serve to filter any views of the proposed 
development, so that it would not be visually prominent from the High Street. 

However, the upper parts of the terrace are likely to be seen. This would not 

result in harm to the character and appearance of the area, however, as the 

building is designed to reflect the materials and features of the High Street 

frontage. The south-facing tile-hung gables would echo the repeated gables 
that are characteristic of the buildings in the High Street.  Similarly, the clay 

tiled roofs and brick chimney stacks would be in keeping with the prevalent 

character of the surroundings. 

17. For the reasons given above, I conclude that the proposals would not be 

harmful to the appearance and character of the area. The development would 
therefore comply with Policy CS2 of the Core Strategy, which seeks to ensure 

that new development is well designed to respect the character, identity, and 

context of the area’s towns, villages and countryside. 

Living conditions 

18. Ilex Cottage is a long, narrow bungalow that lies close to the western boundary 
of the appeal site. It has a conservatory on its southern end, which looks out 

over a garden that is enclosed by a two-metre close-boarded fence. The 

proposed detached house, on the southern part of the appeal site, would be 

orientated at right angles to Ilex Cottage and would be at a lower level. As a 

result of the difference in levels, the eaves height of the proposed house would 

be more than a metre lower than the eaves level of Ilex Cottage. Furthermore, 
the roof would be hipped, which would reduce its bulk. Consequently, the 

proposed house would not have a harmful impact on outlook for occupants of 

the conservatory. 

19. The garden of Ilex Cottage is at a lower level than the conservatory. The corner 

of the proposed house would be about 6 metres from the nearest corner of the 
garden. However, the side elevation of the proposed house would be relatively 

narrow, and the roof would slope away, so that the full height of the building 

would be more distant. As a result, the proposed dwelling would not be a 

visually dominant feature. Occupants of the garden would therefore retain an 

acceptable level of outlook. 

20. Due to the difference in levels, the ground floor windows in the proposed house 

would be below the height of the boundary fence of Ilex Cottage. Therefore, 

overlooking of the garden and conservatory could only take place from the 

proposed first floor windows in the north and west elevations. Two of these 

windows serve bathrooms, so they could be obscure glazed. The nearest 

bedroom window would have an oriel window, with an obscure glazed west 
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facing pane, so that it would not be possible to look out of the room towards 

Ilex Cottage. The other bedroom window would be distant from the boundary, 

and at such an acute angle, that no overlooking would arise. Consequently, the 

proposals would not result in a harmful loss of privacy to the occupants of Ilex 

Cottage. Furthermore, the difference in levels and the orientation of the 
respective buildings means that there will not be a significant perception of 

overlooking either. 

21. I therefore conclude that the proposals would not have a harmful effect on the 

living conditions of the occupants of Ilex Cottage through loss of outlook or 

privacy. The development would therefore accord with Policy CS2 of the Core 

Strategy, which seeks to ensure that new development does not cause 
unacceptable effects by reason of visual intrusion, overlooking, or other 

adverse impacts on local character and amenities. 

Other Matters 

22. I have considered representations regarding the impact on the living conditions 

of the occupants of South Court. The proposed terrace of houses would be a 
little closer to the eastern boundary and would project further forward of the 

front elevation of South Court than the existing house. The addition of a 

pitched roof would also mean that the proposed building would be higher. 

However, I saw that the orientation was such that there would be no significant 

loss of light and that the impact on outlook from the windows, balconies and 
gardens would be limited. 

23. I have also considered representations regarding the suitability of the means of 

access. Neither access is perfect in terms of visibility, gradient and pedestrian 

segregation. However, both accesses already serve existing developments, so 

the increase in usage as a result of the proposals would not be significant. 

Planning Balance 

24. The Council does not contest that it cannot currently demonstrate a five-year 

supply of land for housing. However, Paragraph 177 of the Framework makes it 

clear that the presumption in favour of development does not apply where a 

proposal is likely to have a significant effect on a SPA, unless an AA has 

concluded that the proposal will not adversely affect its integrity. 

25. The dwellings would, nevertheless, contribute to reducing the housing shortfall 

in the District in a location where services are easily accessible by sustainable 

transport modes. I have also found that the development would not harm the 

character and appearance of the area or the living conditions of neighbouring 

properties. Paragraph 68 of the National Planning Policy Framework advises 
that great weight should be given to the benefits of using suitable sites within 

existing settlements for homes. However, these benefits do not outweigh the 

harm that I have identified to the SPAs, which have international importance. 

Conclusion 

26. For the reasons given above, I conclude that the appeal should be dismissed. 

Nick Davies 

INSPECTOR 
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